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ABSTRACT: Foreign exchange rate is often seen as an important factor that influences
country’s level of productivity, employment rate as well as international trade. Therefore,
constant fluctuation in currencies exchange rate has been a major concern in international
business operation across countries of the world. This study focused on reviewing the
determinants of foreign exchange rate from studies conducted in some developing countries of
the world based on literature mapping approach between 1994 to 2020. The study concludes
that trade, money supply, trade openness, domestic investment, interest rate differentials,
foreign exchange, productivity, inflation, capital inflow, gross domestic production, current
account balance, external debt, government spending, oil revenue, nominal exchange rate,
price of gold, tariffs, investments, central bank intervention, foreign asset and net export were
considered as determinants of foreign exchange rate in some the developing countries of the
world.
KEYWORDS: determinants, developing countries, foreign exchange
INTRODUCTION
Foreign exchange is an important factor in the economic growth and development of every
country as it is critical in the economic management of the country to safeguard
competitiveness, macroeconomic stability and growth. It is therefore the trading of one
currency for another currency. Example is to swap the Nigerian naira for US dollars. Mankiw
(1997) define foreign exchange as the price at which exchange takes place between two
countries.
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Foreign exchange rate can be considered as the rate at which a particular foreign currency is
been exchange against the currency of home country. Agu (2002) position that optimal
exchange rates are meant to obtain real exchange rate (RER) that maintains internal and
external balance. While Dormbush (2004), sees foreign exchange as the rate at which a country
exchanges its currency for the currency of another country. (Ekhikioya, 2019; Alagidede &
Ibrahim, 2017), views Exchange rate as an important component for the determination of short
and long run macroeconomic objectives for growth and development of a country.
Fluctuation is often considered as one of the major problems in foreign exchange among
different countries of the world. Meanwhile, it is seen as a subject of debate and concern among
policy makers, monetary authorities and academics due the important role that exchange rate
plays in achieving sustainable growth. Hassan et al. (2017) views the foreign exchange rate
fluctuation to be a factor that increases risk in the financial world. Foreign exchange rate
fluctuation can lead to huge influence on the value or profitability of international business
operation in a country. The stabilization of exchange rate may therefore enhance production
activities and economic growth.
The determinants of exchange rate play a significant role in addressing the fluctuation of
foreign exchange rate by assisting countries in deciding on the best combination of technique
to manage the fluctuations. It is imperative to note that the determinants of foreign exchange
rate vary across different economy. In this regard, this study seeks to review studies conducted
on determinants of the foreign exchange rate in some developing countries with the aim of
identifying their exchange rate determinants.
REVIEW OF LITERATURES
Concept of Foreign Exchange
Foreign exchange is the simply the conversion of one currency to another at a specific rate
called foreign exchange rate. The rate of conversion of most currencies are mostly determine
by the forces of demand and supply and are usually floating. Taylor, (1995) in his work on
Purchasing power parity theory looks at foreign exchange as the value of foreign currency to
another which is mainly the relative purchasing power of the two currencies in their respective
countries. The explanation is that exchange rates settles at the level that makes the purchasing
power of a given unit of currency same in the country that is spent.
Concept of Foreign Exchange Rate
Foreign exchange rate is simply the rate at which a currency is exchange in terms of another
currency. Jihingan,(2005), views exchange rate as the price unit of a currency in relation to
another currency, while Agu,(2002), sees exchange rate from the perspective of optimal rate
designed to obtained real exchange rate from both internal and external balance. It is the rate
at which currencies exchange between countries. Example is a unit of naira that is required to
buy a unit of US dollar. An exchange rate therefore has two components, the foreign currency
and the domestic currency, which can be quoted directly or indirectly. It is quoted directly
when the unit price of a of a foreign currency is expressed in terms of a unit of domestic
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currency, while it is quoted indirectly when the unit price of a domestic currency is express in
terms of unit price of a foreign currency.
There are two basic types of Foreign Exchange rate; The spot exchange rate and the forward
exchange rate. The Spot exchange rate is the instant exchange rate and is the most commonly
used, it is the price to be paid on the spot for instant settlement in an exchange of two currencies.
It can be viewed in two ways; either as a price unit of a foreign currency in terms of units of
local currency or as a price unit of local currency in terms of unts of foreign currency, while
the forward exchange rate is the rate agreed at a specified future date. It is the exchange rate
for price settlement of a transaction that will take place at predetermine future date. The forward
exchange rate is the rate that is negotiated and agreed today between two parties upon entering
into forward contract with a binding agreement to buy or sell some amount of foreign currency
in a future date.
Determinants of Foreign Exchange Rates
The determinants of exchange rates have been a subject of academic debate for a very long
time among various scholars. Example, Obadan (1994) see’s the factors that determine
exchange rate to include;net capital inflows, monetary policy, terms of trade,exchange rate
policy and nominal exchange rate. Aron. Elbadawi and Kahn (2000), in their study titled real
and monetary determinants of the real exchange rate in South Africa, identify the factors
responsible for determining foreign exchange rate to include; terms of trade,price of
gold,tariffs,capital,inflows, official reserves,government share of GDP,domestic
credit.technology, trade openness and norminal depreciation. But, Mkenda (2001), in his on
study on the determinants of real exchange rate in Zambia, identify the factors that determine
exchange rate to be; terms of trade, government expenditure, external reserve, trade openness
and investment.
Joyce and Kamas (2003), also carried out a study in Agentina, Colombia and Mexico to
examine the determinants of real exchange rate. The study revealed the major factors
responsible for determining exchange rate to be Central bank intervention, capital inflows,
government share of GDP and terms of trade. Macdonald,and Ricci (2003), carried out a study
on the estimation of the equilibrium real exchange rate for South Africa.The study discovered
the factors responsible for determining exchange rate to be; real interest rate
differencials,productivity.terms of trade.trade openness,fiscal balance and net foreign asset.
Daniela (2005) carried out a study on exchange rate risk and its determinants; evidence from
international stock markets. The study discovered the determinants of exchange rate risk to be
a country’s export,import and inflation. The underpinning theory of the study was international
capital asset prising model.
Yu (2006) in his research, determination off exchange rate fluctuations for Venezuela;
Application of extended Mundell-fleming model. The research found the major determinants
of foreign exchange rate to be high inflation rate, political factors and government spendings.
Mita and Suthar (2006) in their paper on the determinants of exchange rate in India, discovered
the major determinants of exchange rate to be; Short and long-term domestic interest
differentials, rate of change in foreign exchange reserves in addition to money supply.
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Takaendesa,(2006); did a study on the behaviour and fundamental determinants of real
exchange rate in South Africa.The study revealed the factors responsible for determining real
exchange rate to include; terms of trade,real interest diffrencial,domestic credit, openness and
technology progress.
Amed, Rahmat, Magbool and Falak S(2012),carried out a study on econometric analysis of the
determinants of exchange rate in Pakistan and discovered Stock of money, debt, foreign
exchange reserve,political instability,interest rate and real GDP as the determinants of
exchange rate. Ajao. and Igbekoyi (2013), in their study on the determinants of real exchange
rate volatility in Nigeria identify the major determinants of exchange rate to be; Government
expenditure, openness of the economy. real interest rate, productivity index and money supply.
Antonio and Ajax (2015), Conducted a study on the long-run determinants of the real exchange
rate in Brazil from 1947 to 1995. The result of the study revealed the main determinants of
foreign exchange rate to be external debts and net export. The study was underpinned by the
modified PPP theory. Orji (2015), in his study; an Empirical analysis of the determinates of
real exchange rate in Nigeria discovered the main determinants of foreign exchange rate in
Nigeria to be Interest rate differential, oil revenue and productivity.
Kilicarslan (2018) in his research titled determinants of exchange rate; used the GARCH model
to identify money supply, trade openness and domestic investment as good factors that
influences exchange rate, while direct investment and government expenditure were
considered as weak factors that affects foreign exchange rate. Mutesi (2018), conducted a study
on the determinants of exchange rate in Uganda. The study found out that inflation, export and
interest rate affects foreign exchange rate. Finally, Almaw (2020) in his study, determinants of
exchange rate in Ethopia discovered the determinants of exchange rate to include; Government
expenditure money supply, current account balance, Inflation and economic growth.
METHODOLOGY
The table below shows the number of literatures used to carry out the review of determinants
and the type of determinants extracted from the individual literature. Technique used was
extensive content analysis and thematic analysis.
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Table 1: Summary of the Determinants of Exchange Rate
1 Author
Year Determinants
1994 net capital inflows, monetary policy,terms of trade, exchange
2 Obadan
rate policy and norminal exchange rate
2000 terms of trade,price of gold,tariffs, capital inflows,official
3 Aron et el
reserve,gdp,technology openness and norminal depreciation
2001 terms of trade,government expenditure,external
4 Mkenda
reserve,opennes and investment
2003 central bank intervention,capital inflows,gdp and terms of
5 Joyce and
Kamas
trade
2003 real interest rate differencials,productivity, terms of trade,
6 Macdonal
d and
opennes, fiscal balance and net foreign asset
Ricci
7 Daniela
8 Hsing
9 Mita and
Suthar
10 Amed et el
11 Ajao and
Igbekovi
12 Antonio
and Ajax
13 Orji
14 Kilicarslan
15 Almaw

2005 export,import and inflation
2006 inflation,political factors and government spendings
2006 interest differentials,foreign reserve and money supply
2012 stock of money,debt foreign exchange reserve,political
instability,interest rate and GDP
2013 government expenditure,opennes,reat interest
rate,productivity and money supply
2015 external debt and net export
2015 interest differentials,oil revenue and productivity
2018 money supply, trade opennes, domestic investment,exchange
rate,direct investment and government expenditure
2020 government expenditure, current account
balance,inflation,economic growth and money supply

Discussion of the Reviewed Studies
The paper reviewed several studies on the determinants of foreign exchange conducted in Some
developing countries specifically around Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia, Columbia,
Mexico,Venezuala, Pakistan, Brazil, Uganda and Ethopia, between 1994 to 2020. From the
summary of the studies, it can be noted that there are several factors that determines the foreign
exchange rate of developing countries of the world; for instance, terms of trade is considered
as determining factor of foreign exchange rate by (Obadan, 1994; Aron et el., 2000; Mkeda,
2001; Joyce & Kamas, 2003; Macdonald & Ricci, 2003), while interest rate was seen as foreign
exchange rate determinants by (Macdonald & Ricci, 2003; Mitax & Sultar, 2006; Amed et el,
2012; Ajao & Igbekovi, 2013; Orji, 2015). Another set of Authors (Aron et el, 2000; Mkenda,
2001; Ajao & Igbekovi, 2013; Kilicarslan), considered Trade openness as a determinant of
foreign exchange and studies conducted by (Mita & Suthar, 2006; Kilicarslan, 2018;
Almaw,2020) revealed money supply as determinant of exchange rate.
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Similarly, productivity was revealed as a determinants of exchange rate in studies carried out
by (Maldonald & Ricci, 2003; Ajao & Igbekovi; Orji 2015), while (Daniela, 2005; Hsing, 2006;
Almaw. 2020), discovered Inflation as a determinant of exchange rate. Capital inflow was also
considered as a determinant of exchange rate by (Obadan, 1994; Aron et el, 2005; Joyce &
Kamas; 2003). In the same vein studies conducted by (Aron, 2000; Joyce & Kamas. 2003;
Amed et el, 2012 ), consider gross domestic product as determinant of foreign exchange while
(Mkeda, 2001; Kilicarsban, (2018), see domestic investment as determinant.
Finally there are twelve additional determinants that were discovered by twelve different
individual authors as follows; Almaw, (2020); Current account balance, Anthonia &
Ajax(2015); External debt; Obadan,(1994); government policies; Orji,(2015); oil revenue
Obadan,(1994); norminal exchange rate, Aron et el, (2000); tariffs, Kilicarsban, (2018);
investments, Joyce and Kamas, (2003); Central bank intervention, Maldonald & Ricci, (2003);
foreign asset, Anthonia(2015); Net export and Kilicarsban, (2018); domestic investment.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The study therefore concludes that the following are the determinants of foreign exchange rate
in some of the developing countries of the world- Terms of trade, money supply. trade
openness, domestic, investment, interest rate differentials, foreign exchange, productivity,
inflation, capital inflow, gross domestic product, current account balance, external debt,
government spending, oil revenue, nominal exchange rate, price of gold, tariffs, investments,
Central bank intervention, foreign asset, net export and domestic investment. The study
therefore recommends that developing countries of the world should work around these
determinants in formulating policies that will minimise fluctuation in foreign exchange rate
and stimulate growth and development,
Suggestion for Further studies.
Similar study can be carried out on developed countries of the world.
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